Solid-phase extraction of small drugs on apolar and ion-exchanging silica bonded phases: towards the development of a general strategy.
In connection with the development of a general strategy for solid-phase extraction (SPE) of drugs, the use of the apolar octadecyl silica bonded phase and ion-exchanging phases with a benzene sulphonic acid or quaternary amine bonded functionality is investigated for the SPE of small polar drugs. This investigation was performed on a set of 15 drugs, belonging to varying pharmacological groups and with varying structures. For each analyte, its adsorption on the C18 and the ion-exchanging phase was controlled for an aqueous solution and for a spiked plasma sample. For those analytes retained on the sorbent, different elution solvents were compared. Although SPE methods could successfully be developed for some drugs, no general solution can be proposed and no solution was found for a few drugs. The main problems are that for these few drugs no sufficient retention is obtained on any SPE phase investigated or the selectivity is too low.